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Draw a line to match the word in the �rst column to its synonym in the 
second column.  Then, write a third synonym on the line.  You may know 
a synonym.  If you don’t, then use a thesaurus to �nd one.

1. cry invent ________________

2. enthusiastic bawl ________________

3. home eager ________________

4. kind risk ________________

5. create select ________________

6. pick gentle ________________

7. danger fool ________________

8. trick shelter ________________
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Vowel Digraphs 
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Circle the words that are vowel digraphs in which the first vowel says 
its name.  There may be more than one per row.

Circle the words that are vowel digraphs in which the vowels blend to 
make a new sound.  There is more than one per row.

Vowel Digraphs 

1. playpen ground �oor foam

2. loop train cheated cruise

3. house monkey powder needle

4. scream caught coat outside

5. fruitcake paint shoe halfway

6. stain brown awesome keep

7. ground gloat doe pause

8. fewer faint towel sleepy

9. donkey �ower awful leader

10. author cruel jewel cloakFred’s
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Draw a line to match the word in the �rst column to its synonym in the 
second column.  Then, write a third synonym on the line.  You may know 
a synonym.  If you don’t, then use a thesaurus to �nd one.

1. cry invent ________________

2. enthusiastic bawl ________________

3. home eager ________________

4. kind risk ________________

5. create select ________________

6. pick gentle ________________

7. danger fool ________________

8. trick shelter ________________
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design, compose, 
think up

sob, weep,
 wail, whine

keen, passionate,
 commited, dedicated

choose, decide,
 single out

 loving, caring, 
amiable, gracious

game, prank,
 joke

residence, asylum,
 habitation, cover

threat, hazard,
 peril
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1. cry invent ________________

2. enthusiastic bawl ________________

3. home eager ________________

4. kind risk ________________

5. create select ________________

6. pick gentle ________________
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Draw a line to match the the word of the �rst column to its synonym in the
second column. Then, write a third synonym on the line. You may know
a synonym. If you don’t, then use a thesaurus to �nd one.

Synonyms

Draw a line to match a word in the first column to its synonym in the 
second column. Then, write a third synonym on the line. You may know a 
synonym, but if you don’t, use a thesaurus to find one.

design, compose, 
imagine

choose, decide

residence, habitat, 
cover
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